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Definition: non-linear processes are those that cannot be described in terms of perturbative QED 

1. First hopes:

QED vacuum breakdown - spontaneous electron-positron pair creation

 (Schwinger effect (previously predicted by Sautzer, Heizenberg&Euler and justified by Schwinger))  

2. Current status:

Non-linear multiphoton processes with (ultra) high power laser field: 

with

I - laser power

for optical laser

Probability of          pair production 

expected power

- electric field strength



Non-linear multiphoton processes with (ultra) high power laser field: 

Non-linear Breit-Wheeler             pair production  

Non-linear Compton high energy photon production 

Non-linear trident processes 

Reduced e.m. field intensity  
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Reduced field intensity  vs. laser intensity  

at LUXE DESY



A theory of deeply sub-threshold electron-positron pair production  in cumulative 

(multi-photon) processes in interaction of an external (probe) photons with an 

intensive laser field is developed. We made a number of predictions for forthcoming 

experiments in  JINR member states 

in vacuum

Courau et al.

NPB271 (1986)

Orsay,  DSI

L

Original Breit-Wheeler process   

Lepton and pion pair production in γγ collisions



Generalized Breit-Wheeler  process

BW  process  (kinematics)

SLAC (E-144) experiment  D. Burke et al., PRL 79 (1997)

with

generalized multi-photon process

Kinematics of BW - process



LUXE (Laser Und XFEL Experiment) at DESY EPJST 230 (2021) 



Interaction of charge particles with background field is considered in Furry picture

BW process Compton scattering 

Volkov solution 

is the energy of the pulse involved into process 



- invariant phase,   

- envelope function   

e.m. potential:   

with   

Non-linear BW process 





cross sections   asymmetries   

Ultra-high field intensity with   



Non-linear Compton scattering  

Furry picture are the polarization vectors of 

(linear polarization)

Stoks parameter for intrinsic spin of recoil photon

spin-density matrix

average asymmetry



asymmetry in range of first harmonic with l=1

unpolarized cross sections

average asymmetry with all l



large and ultra-large field intensity

unpolarized cross sections

dependence on azimuthal angle

average asymmetry



Non-linear trident process 

A.I. T., Acosta, Kampfer, PRA(104)2022
EPJST 230 (2021) 



Checking model for E-144 experiment 



Summary 

1. We made predictions  for unpolarized cross sections of non-linear BW and 

Compton processes  in a wide region of e.m. field intensity

2. The main patterns of spin observables in BW and Compton scattering have 

been studied

3. The yield of electron-positron pairs at LUXE kinematic have been 

performed 

4. The model was checked successfully for SLAC E-144 experiment 
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THE  END

Thank you for attention !
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